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RIGHT: These three
pumps, owned by
John Mactaggort,
Bears Lagoon,
Moura, supply three
60ha (150ac) picot
irrigators.

HERE is a new name on the block when it
comes to water services and supplies in
Central Queensland.
Formed 12 months ago, CQ Water Services
has already gone through a tremendous growth
period and is setting its sights on bigger and
better things across the region.
Run by established industry identity Greg
Cross, CQ Water Services caters for a range of
water needs.
And with a new premises on Lakes Creek
Road, Rockhampton, the business has also been
boosted with the help of Adam Trask.
Both Mr Cross and Mr Trask are familiar
names in the water services industry, and are
excited to be continuing their association with
“all things water”.
Mr Cross has 20 years’ experience in the
industry, while Mr Trask has been involved for
five years.
“The majority of our work is within the beef
industry, but we also do council work and are
involved in subdivision pump stations,” Mr
Trask said.
“The grazing industry is our core line of
work, although we have diversified into smaller
irrigation and travelling irrigation,” he said.
For graziers, the core products of interest
have been earmarked as solar equipment,
pumping gear, and centre pivots.
The business covers a massive geographical
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footprint, ranging from above Marlborough in
the north, south to Biloela and Moura, and west
to Comet – and all places in between.
“We do jobs across Queensland and across
Australia,” Mr Cross said.
Mr Cross started his irrigation career with
Southern Cross and worked in Emerald,
Toowoomba, Tamworth and Brisbane with the
company before relocating to Rockhampton in
1995.
Ten years later, after the closure of Southern
Cross, Mr Cross and his wife Carissa and their
children established the new business, with a
view to running it with continued passion,
expertise, and professionalism.
With extensive expertise in all things
irrigation, Mr Cross has even been to Israel on a
study tour and to the Solomon Islands with
Southern Cross.
In the past four years, Mr Cross estimates he
has been involved in more than $7 million worth
of irrigation projects in Central Queensland,
including the recent conclusion of an $800,000
job at Dingo, and a $1.1 million project at
Baralaba.
Further down the track, Mr Cross will also
have his pilot’s licence, which will enable him to
cover a larger region at a greater speed and
better service his clients.
● For more information, phone (07) 4922

We take care of your fields

Lowara is a partner for anyone who must irrigate large areas. Lowara submersible pumps for wells are
compact, lightweight, and easy to service, available in stainless steel with heads of up to 500 m, and
particularly suited for applications in civil and industrial water systems and sprinkler irrigation systems.

Excellence in water technology.
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The team at CQ Water Services – Greg and Carissa Cross and Adam Trask.
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